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　　　　　Burning　in　the　Fires　of Longing：
The　Kokinshu　Poetry　of Ono　no　Komachi
Charles　Cabell
　　　　Almost　nothing　of　Ono　no　Komachi　is　kiiown　for　certain　other　than　the　contents
of　a　small　body　ofpoems，　The　task　of　reconstlucting　the　poet　from　the　period　of
history　during　which　she　lived　and　the　body　of　work　she　left　behind　is　especially
compllcated　in　the　case　of　Komachi　due　to　the　prodigious　legend　which　has　served
to　fill　out　the　gaps　lefi　by　history．　The　legends　that　surround　her，　many　of　which　can
be　shown　to　be　fallacious，　often　speak　more　of　the　attitUdes　prevalent　in　the　periods
in　which　they　were　born　than　of　the　poet　herself．　Kobayashi　Shigemi　identifies　at
least　three　different　strands　which　form　the　image　of　Komachi：1，The　image　of
Komachi　created　in　back　formation　by　numerous　varied　oral　transmissions；　2，　The
image　of　Komachi　created　by　the　overlapping　and　fusion　of　the　materials　transmitted
by　each　ofseveral　generati皿s　ofthe　Ono　clan；3，　The　Komachi　image　which　is　the
concentration　ofvarious　female　images　which　predate　Komachi；or　share　slmilarlties
and　histor▲cal　ties．l
　　　　The　scarcity　and　dubiousness　of　much　of　the　historical　information　that
surrounds　Komachi　has　not　discouraged　scholars　from　attempting　to　extract　a　would－
be　true　image　from　the　accumulated　scraps　of　legend　and　myth．　In　this　paper，　I　will
not　specifically　deal　with　the　degree　to　which　such　speculations　prove　convincing．
Instead，　I　would　like　to　briefiy　address　the　effects　such　investigations　have　on　the
readings　of　Komachi’spoetry，　an　e　ffiect　which　I飴el　js　primarily　negative．　Rather
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than　sheddillg　light　on　the　work　ofthe　poet、　such　studies　have　a　tendency　to　limit　the
scope　ofiIltelpretation　of　particular　poems　to丘t　the　image　of　the　poet　that　emerges
afモer　searchhlg　the　biographical　record．
　　　　In　this　paper．　I　would　like　to　tack　the　opposite　course，　to　create　the　poet　solely
廿om　the　poetry　itselfi　Imhis　task，　I　am　less　concemed　with　the　life　ofthe　historical
author　who　brushed　the　poems　than　the　persolla　that　the　poems　create．　I　am
consciously　imitating　the　investigatjon　of　Shiga　Naoya　undertaken　by　William　Sibley
in　The　Shiga　He’η、　in　which　Sibley　pointedly　separates　the　Shiga　persona，　that　is　the
Shiga　hero　as　developed　within　the　works　themselves，　from　the　actUal　writer　ofAnya
ん∂10．In　a　similar　vein，　I　wish　to　undertake　the　investigation　of　the　Komachi　persona
that　Iives　within　the　Kokinwakashil．　To　a　certain　extent，　I　have　been　preceded　by
much　of　the　Komachi　legend，　which　may　be　seen　as　an　unconscious　performance　of
the　same　task，　an　invent▲on　of　the　poet’s　life　based　on　images　fbund　within　the
poetry．
　　　　As　much　of　the　poetry　of　the　KokinshO　freely　makes　use　of　hyperbole，　many　of
the　exchanges　seeming　competitions　of　suffering，　we　should　not　be　surprised　if　the
Komachi　persona　emerges　as　larger　than　life　ill　many　respects，　Having　said　this，
however、　the　Komachi　persona　reveals　great　insight　into　the　human　condition　as
we1L　Such　insight　usually　illvolves　a　metaphorical　discovery　in　which　the　poet
disti］1s　the　seeming　complexSty　of　the　human　condit▲oll　into　a　simple　and　poignant
ghmpse　ofnature．　In　our　attempt　to　discover　Komachi，　then，　let　us　see　how　Kolnachi
　　　　　　　　　　　　　1discovers　herself一
「In　the　pages　which　f（）110w　l　will　examine　all　of　Komachi’s　poems　with｛n　the　Konkinshtl
except　poem　l　104　which　appears　to　me　to　be　little　more　than　a　clever　word　play　and、　as　such，
offers　scant　illsight　into　the　poet，
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ll3
　Hana　no　iro　wa
　Utsurinikeri　na
　　　　Itazura　ni
Wagami　yo　ni　fUru
Nagame　seshimani
　　　　　　A　Cherry　Blossom
Whose　co】ors　have　abandoned　her
　　　　How　meaningless　it　is
To　have　grown　so　old　watching
　　The　rain　falling　in　the　woTld．
　　　　The　nrst　line　ofthe　poem　defines　the　object　that　has　caught　Komachi’s　gaze，　the
second　Iine　reveahng　the‘‘discovery．”Yet　why　state　the　trivial　fact　that　the　colors　of
afiower　have　faded？The　intense　identification　of　the　poet　with　the　o句ect　of　her
gaze　provides　the　answer．　Though　youth　sees　the　process　ofaging　everywhere　ln　the
world，　only　when　one　sees　it　in　oneself　does　true　realization　begin．　The　revelation
that　Komachi　makes　is　not　that　a　Hower　has　faded、　but　that　she　is　the　Hower．　The
verb，ft‘ru，　ending　the　fbrth　line　can　be　interpreted　as　meaning　to　age；fbr　time　to
pass；or　fbr　rain　to　fall．　If　we　take　the　first　interpretation，．fitrt‘as　theぷん2shikei
ending　of　the　verb．fu’1’，　to　age、　then　the　first　fbur　lines　of　the　poem　fbrm　two
complete　sentences，　the　second　being，“Meaninglessly，　it（1）has（have）grown　old　in
the　world∵’ぬgα加clues　the　reader　that　the　poet　is　now　no　longer　discussing　only
the　flower　but　herself　as　well．　The　poet　thus　develops　a　tension　between　the　two
sentences，　the　tension　that　exists　between　Ko皿achi　and　the　flower．　Like　the　Hower、
the　poet’s　hue　has　faded；like　the　poet，　the　flower’s　youth　has　gone　to　waste．　The
1104
　　　Okinoite
Mj　o　yaku　yori　mo
　　Kanashiki　wa
Miyakoshimabe　no
Wakare　narikeri
　　　Worse　than　passion　that
Smolders　like　the　flames　that　burn
　　　　　　　　In　Okinoi
The　sadness　of　leaving　the　capitai
　　　To　go　to　Miyakoshima，
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fifth　hIle　intensifies　the　tellsioD　already　created　by　adding　an　ambiguous　thne
element　whjch　can　be　interpreted　as、　“LWhile　deep　ill　tho｜］ght∴‘LW’hile　observintt　the
view∴and“While　the　rain　fell．”All　three　i1〕terpretations　overlap　to　present　an
image　of　the　poet　deep　ill　thought、　watching　the　rain　fa11，　beahllg　down　a　tlower
which　she　suddenly　realizes　is　the　poet　herself　Tllus　the　flower，　which　is　also　the
poet、　is　gazing　at　the　rain　conling　down　upon　it、　at　the　process　o白ts　own　agillg．　At
the　same　time、．vo、　the　world，　contains　the　strong　implication　of　the　world　of　sexual
relations．　The　image　ofthe廿agile．　powerless　flower　which　has　meaninglessly　wilted
in　the　rain　in　what　seems　a　brief　moment’s　passing　merges　with　the　aging　woman
si皿ilarly　buffbted　by　stormy、　capricious　relationships　between　men　and　women．
　　　　The　last　line　fbllows　as　an　afterthought　to　the　realization　shown　by　the　keノゼin
line　two．　After　realizing　that　her　colors　have　faded，　the　poet　immediately　laments
how　quickly　such　change　has　occurred．　The　poem　presents　an　image　of　a　woman
painfUlly　aware　of　her　faded　glory，　preoccupied　with　her　aging　beauty，　and　yeaming
f（）rwhat　seems　to　her　as　the　recent　past．　The　sun℃unding　nature　is　mercilessly　harsh
and　unforgiving．　The　identification　with　the　flower，　a　fragile　o句ect　prized　chiefly　fbr
its　beauty、　hints　that　the　poet（in　her　own　eyes　at　least）has　once　been　be肌ltiful　as
well，　and　that　such　beautv，　and　the　attention　it　attracts，　have　served　to　define　her　and
provide　esteenl．　The　image　of　fornier　beauty　focuses　the　reader　on　the　present　frailty
of　the　poet　and　her　nostalgic，　isolated　yeaming　fbr　what　suddenly　seems　a　youth
wasted．　In　a　silnilar　vein、　the　next　poem　reveals　a　similar　helpless　frustration　in
which　agaill　the　poet　seems　a　hapless　victim，　g．uffering　the　changes　ilユher　loveピs
aflfection　brought　on　by　ller　inevitable　aging．
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782
　　Ima　wa　tote
VVagalni　slligure　nj
　　　Furinureba
Koto　no　ha　sae　ni
　　しJtsuroinikeri
　　　　　Think　how　things　are　noM，
　　This　bodv　under　the　Autumn　rain
　　　　　　　　　∨
　　　　　　Falling　into　quiet　decay
　　Until　even　the　vely　words　that　fall
frOlll　your　lips　have　c．hanged　their　color
　　　　Again　the且rst　line，　which　may　be　relldered，”When　I　think　of　the　way　things
are　now、” 奄獅狽窒盾р浮モ?刀@the　topic　ofthe　poem、　which　is　the　contrast　between　the　present
wretched　condition　and　an　undefined、　previous　time　whose　passing　is　lamented．
Again、　it　is　the　fading　of　colors　which　triggers　Komachi’s　awareness（again　shown
by　use　of　kei’i）、　but　this　time　the　faded　o切ect　is　not　a　flower　but　the　leaf－words　of
Ono　no　Sadaki，　the　presumed　target　of　the　poem．　The　same　pun，．filJ’U　6　to　grow　old
or　to　rain　6　is　employed、　bu杜his　time　the　poet　herselfis　the　Autumn　rain．　As　in　the
previous　poem，　at　the　time　ofthe　writing　the　poet　declares　herself　to　be　old　and，　by
implication、　without　beauty　or　worth．　In　this　poem，　however，　Komachi　evidences
not　merely　her　own　refiections，　but　the　change　that　has　occurred　in　her　lover　whose
words　have　faded　like　Autumn　leaves．　The　use　ot’　sae　adds　an　accusatory　note
bordering　on　bitteiness．　Not　only　has　her　lover’sheart　changed，　even　the　veiy　words
he　speaks　have　faded．　The　poeピs　use　of　Autumn　imagery　reinfbrces　the　sense　of
endlng　and　aging．．Komachi，　as　an　Autumn　shower，　has　fallen　down，　bringing　decay
not　only　within　herse1£but　in　the　very　words　ofher　lover．　The　poem　reinfbrces　the
image　created　in　poem　I　130f　the　aging，　abandoned　poet．　alone　watching　the　autunm
rain　come　down　wllile　considering　her　lost　beauty．　The　use　oCf7tti・tt　with　its　multiple
meanings　of　falling　rain／growing　old／the　passing　of　tilne　ef允ctively　calls　f（）rth　a
feeling　of　l皿eliness　and　resignation，　perhaps　tinged　with　bitterness　and　regreL　It　is
not　so　much五）r　her　lover　that　Komachi　longs．　Rather，　she　yeams　fk）r　a　past　age，　a
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tilne　of　youth　when　her　lover　showered　her　with　heartイfelt　affbction．　The　change　in
her　lover、　though　painfU1，　is　more　important　f6r　its　role　in　confOrrning　the　less　ofher
appeaL　OIIo　no　Sadaki、　however，　denies　this　representation　in　his　reply：
783
　　　Hito　o　omOU
Kokoro　ko　no　ha　ni
　　　Araba　koso
Kaze　no　manimani
Chiri　mo　midareme
　　　　　　　Ifthe　heart　ofman
　　Were　indeed　nothing　more　than
　　　　Leaves　growing　on　a　tree
Then　every　breeze　that　happened　by
Would　scatter　it　in　wild　co両sion，
　　　　Sadaki　denies　the　inseparable　link　between　man　and　natUre，　which　we　will　see
Komaki　assert　again　and　again．　Sadaki　expands　and　exaggerates　the　metaphor　taken
up　by　Komachi　in　an　attempt　to　dismiss　it　Sadaki　seems　to　assert　a　view　of　the
human　heart　as　relativeiy　stable．　Yet，　Komachi　seems、　indeed，　to　find　little
distinction　between　the　leaves　which　fiy　in　whichever　way　the　wind　blows　and　the
feelings　ot’　the　heart．　The　next　poem　might　be　read　as　her　reply．
797
　　　IrO　I皿iede
UtSUrOU　mOnO　Wa
　Yb　no　naka　no
Hito　no　kokoro　no
Hana　ni　zo　arikeru
　　　That　which　changes　color
yet　which　still　remains　unseen
　　　　is　none　other　than　the
　　flower　of　the　heart　of　man
that　grows　throughout　the　world．
　　　　This　poem　lacks　the　pathos　of　the　previous　poems．　Rather，　it　seems　to　me　to
reveal　a　deep　conviction　about　the　essence　of　the　heart．　The　structUre　of　the　poem
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fbrms　a　riddle，　the　first　two　lmes　posing　the　question，　the　last　three　providing　the
answer．　The　strucmre　of　the　last　three　lines　seems　unique　in　the　Kok仇shz？in　its
simple，　uninterrupted　repetition　of　the　particle　7τo，　creating　a　rippling　effect　of
gradual　focusing　which　transports　the　reader　from　the　umiversal，　the　world、　to　the
speci五c，　the　nower　which　is　the　hearL　As　one　reads　the　poem、　one　moves　swimy
past　theηo∫unt▲l　finally　running　into　50　which　seelns　to　say、　L‘Stop！ラ’and　then
continue，　L‘that＞sit’ヲ ina’プんεノll）．
　　　　Unhke　poem　l　13，　in　which　the　poet　seemed　to　merge　with　the廿ower　of　her
vislon，　in　this　poem　the　poet　simultaneously　affirms　and　denles　her　analogy．　The
heart　is　a廿ower，　the　poem　infbrms、　yet，　unlike　a　flower，　the　changing　of　the　heart
cannot　be　seen．　As　a　flower，　however，　the　heart　is　ever　changing、　f已gile，　and
ultimately　undependable．　Kobayashi　Shigemi　points　out　how　the　yearly　experiences
of　ancient　Japanese　centered　around　the　cyclica】season　of　flowers　whose　blooms
interpreted　as　signs　of　the　coming　fruition　of　planted　crops，　yet　whose　wilting　and
scattering　were　seen　as　parallel　and　therefbre　related　to　death　and　disease，　Each
season　the　people　wouid　experience　a　repetition　of　emotions：‘‘flowers　ln血11　bloom
（an　auspicious　sign）⇒afeeling　of　celebration　and　euphoria⇒the　wilting　and
scattering　of　the　blossoms（The　demise　of　the　sign　and　the　spread　of　disease）⇒
feelings　of　stress　and　anxietピ3　Komachi　would　seem　to　be　pointing　to　a　similar、
though　less　visible　cycle　withi加he　human　heart．　Even　apparent　Hourishing　of　love
and　its　accompanying　euphoria　must　consequently　be　seen　as　but　precllrsors　of　the
death　of　affection　which　inevitably　fbllows．　This　stress　on　the　unreliability　of　the
heart　hints　that　the　fiower　of　this　poem　refers　not　to　the　poet　hersel£but　to　the　heart
of　men　who　outwardly　appear　the　same，　yet　whose　affections飴de．　Ultlmately，
though，　whether　Komachi　refers　primarily　to　the　hearts　ofothers　or　her　own　remains
「’Kobayashi，123．
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unclear．　her　other　poems　providing　evidence　ofboth　cases．4
　　　　Perhaps　the　di　tTering　poillt　of　view　taken　by　the　Komachi　and　Sadaki　can　be
accounted　for　by　their　different　positions　in　society．　A］1　thi’ee　poems　thus　far
examined　have　dealt　with　change　as　if　Komachi　were　obsessed　with　the　trac　nsience　of
the　world．　Unhke　Sadaki，　who　contrasts　the　heart　of　man　with　nature，　Komachi
knows　the　heart　to　differ　only　in　jts　lack　of　outward　manifestations．　In　the　coming
poem　we　shall　see　how　utterly　Komachi　depends　on　this　invisible　flower，　a　condition
which　perhaps　provides　her　with　particular　insight　into　its　mutability．
822
　　　　Akikaze　n▲
　　Au　tanomi　koso
　　　kanashikere
Waga　mi　munashikU
Narinu　to　omoeba
　　　　　　　　The　seed　ofthe　field
dependent　on　an　autUmn　wind　tUrned　dry
　　　　　What　wretchedness　indeed
　　　　When　it　perceives　within　itself
　　　the　thoroughness　of　its　desolation
　　　　Here　Komachi，　through　a　clever　use　of　punning　similar　to　that　found　in　poem
ll3パs　able　to　work　on　two　entirely　different　ievels，　thus　settlng　up　a　complex
interaction　between　the　world　ofnature　and　the　world　of　the　poet．　By　one　reading，
the　poem　laments　the　rice　plant　which　has　become　barren　due　to　the　harsh　autUmn
winds，　yet　by　another，　the　poem　tells　of　the　poet’s　despair　upon　realizing　how　forlorn
she　now　is　after　having　been　abandoned　by　a　lover　grown　tired　of　her．　The　puns
」Brower　and　Miner　assume　the　poet　to　be　referring　not　to　the　transience　of　the　human　heart
in　general，　but　to　that　of”man‘s　affection　fbr　women，「I　an　interpretation　whlch　rings　truer　in
the　Engl▲sh　translation（where　nlan孟s　used輌n　place　of　the　genderless　hit∋than　in　the　original
Japanesc，　Such　an　interpretatjon　would　seem　to　ignore　completety　the　implicatioll　of　the　third
line　of　the　poem．　Brower　and　Miner、　204－5．
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which　allow　this　dual　action　to　occur　in　the　Japallese　are：α毎｛Autunm　and　to　grow
tired　of）．　ttlnom～（rice　seed　in　the　fleld　and　reliallce）、〃が（fruit　and　oneself）、　and
me〃7（？shik～↓（barren　and　fbrlom）．　Yet　to　speak　of　the　poelll　ill　this　way面s】eads　fbr
the　poem　Ilever　works　on　only　one　leve1．　hlstead，　the　dual　meanings　of　the　words
constantly　shp　back　and　fbrth　blurring　the　distillction　between　the　two．　As　in　poeln
ll3、　tlle　poet　both　contemplates　the　object　in　nature　and　becolnes　it．　The　desolation
ofthe　seed　becomes　tlle　desolatioll　of　the　poet．　The　poem　also　parallels　Komacllピs
poem　to　Sadaki　in　that　the　poet　employs　a　relationship　fbund　in　nature，　in　this　case
that　of　the　seed　in　the　field　to　the　autumn　wind、　to　characterize　her　relatlonship　with
her　lover．　Whereas　in　the　earlier　poem　Sadakピs　leaves　are　said　to　have　changed
color，　in　the　present　case，　the　lover　is　accused　of　blowing　upon　Komachi　a　wind　that
has　lost　i茎lterest　ill　her（／lkika二の．　Yet、　more　than　just　the　elements　have　changed，　In
poem　782、　Komachi　accused　Sadaki　of　changing　as　a　result　of　her　aging．　Here，　the
stress　lies　not　on　age　but　the　total　dependence　of　the　poet．　The　contrast　in　power
could　hardly　be　made　lnore　expliclL　The　poet　is　a　sole　rice　plant　waiting　and
suffering　the　whims　ofthe　mighty　autulnn　wind，　The　poeピs　fate　lies　completely　in
her　lover’s　hands，　hands　that　she　laments　have　abandoned　her　As　with　the　earller
works、　she　stresses　her　suffering　and　alhldes　to　better　days　which　have　passed　her　by、
elemellts　which　are　also　found　in　poem　938，　Komachゴs　response　to　the　invitation　of
Yasuhide．
　　　　〃’hen　Fl’ガyαtlO｝「b5～‘hide　M，as　appointed　the　th～ノ’d　ranking　q〃icia／ρ〆’the
p’．て）vin（℃（～∫ル1ikawa，　he　sent　vvo1’d　to　Ono　no」（omachi，∫ζry仇g，‘L”～刀uld　yα’”ke　to
CO〃le　see〃Lγρノ’ovince’ηr／le　cO～’nt’：V？” @ηr■ノ0”Ow碗g　is　he’コ’espons（～．’
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938
　　Wabinureba
Mi　o　ukikusa　no
　　　Ne　o　taete
Sasou　mizu　araba
lnamu　to　zo　omou
　　　Grown　old　and　withered
The　grass　floats　upon　the　streanl
　　　　　　No　root　to　hold　it
　　Whither　the　water　beckons
　　　Idare　say　it　will　fbllow．
　　　　Here，　the　relationship　between　the　poet　and　her　would－be　lover　is　that　of　aged，
fioating　and　rootiess　grass　to　the　water，　which　may　or　may　not　invite　it．　Whlle　again
the　poet　emphasizes　the　extent　of　her　debihty，　this　time　her　age　frees　her　to　pursue
the　relationship　rather　than　serving　as　the　reason　fi）r　its　conclusjon．　Komach▲’s　use
of　the　wel1－wom　pun，　uki，　meaning‘‘floating”as　weR　as“melancholジlends　the
poem　a　Buddhist　quality．　The　poet　floats　in　the　world　free　of　attachments，　prepared
to　go　where　the　water　leads．　Despite　the　complete　dependence　of　the　relationship
portrayed，　the　rare　positive　response　in　the　concluding　line　diminishes　the　Ilote　of
suffering　hinted　at　in　the　opening．
　　　　This　is　the　last　of　Komachl’s　poems　in　the　Kokinshi？in　which　she　ident而es
herself　as　an　o旬ect　within　nature、　She　has　portrayed　her　self　as　a　flower，　aged　and
fa　ded，　beaten　by　the　rain；an　auturnn　raill　falling　upon　decay；abarren　seed；and
finally，　old、　rootless　duckweed．　The　images　are　united　by　common　themes　of
helplessness　and　suffering．　The　poet　constantly　laments　the　passing　oftime　and　her
accompanying　aging．　If　the　poet　indeed　believes　herselfas　precariously　placed　in
t▲me　as　her　imagery　suggests，　no　wonder　that　she　has　come　to　see　the　heart　ofman　as
invisibly　changing．　Change　apPears　unvaryingly　negative、　bringing　only
abandonment　and　decrepitude．　Her　male　counterparts　have　been　shown　as　fickle－
hearted　lovers　whose　leaves（words）soon　change　in　response　to　the　poeピs　aging；
and　cold、　autumll　winds　who　tire　ofthe　helpless　poet、　f（）rsaking　her．　Yet　the　poet　has
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also　compared　them　to　water　which　comes　to　invite　previously　forsaken　weeds．
Whether　seen　as　kind　or　harsh，　the　man　has　so　far　always　been　the　active，　powerful
partner　who　chooses　to　colne　to　the　poet　or　not．　In　the　next　three　poems，　Komachi
descrlbes　the　longing　she允els　as　she　awaits　the　next　encounter，　The　first　comes　in
answer　to　this　poem　from　Abe　no　Kiyoyukl：
On〈1　daγwhen”ites、〆1刀’Ct∂eceased　wεrでheldαr功ρTemp／e（～〆1　Loweノ・」巳L〃710，功ρ
ノ6”ow加gρα～m　vvas　composed　Z’5仇g　t乃e　WO”ds陀d「e∂∪γthe　monk，　Shinsei，　UTho　led
the（㊤’で〃lon、《
　　　　　　　　　ン
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　　　　　　　　Tsutsumedomo　　　　　　　　Wrap　them　as　I　may
　　　　　　　Sode　ni　tamaranu　　　　　　These　white　pearls　will　not　be　held
　　　　　　　　Shiratama　wa　　　　　　　　　　Hidden　within　sleeves
　　　　　　Hito　o　minu　me　no　　　　　They　must　be　tears　shed　from　eyes
　　　　　　　Namida　narikeri　　　　　　Denied　the　one　they　long　to　see
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Abe　no　Kiyoyuki
　　　　While　Kiyoyuki’s　tears　are　ostensibly　shed　for　the　deceased　he　can　no　longer
see，　the　true　motive　is　Komachi．　K▲yoyuki　alludes　to　the　Buddhist　parable　of　the
drunk　who，　while　passed　out、　has　priceless　pearls　sewn　into　his　sleeves．　Afterwards
his　blind　suffering　due　to　his　ignorance　of　the　treasure　he　possessed　parallels　the
suffering　of　the　layman　ignorallt　of　the　treasure　of　the　Buddha－nature　within　him．
Cleverly　adapting　the　metaphor，　Kiyoyuki　discovers　that　the　precious　beads，　which
his　own　sleeves　seem　unab］e　to　contain，　are　not　pearls　nor　the　wisdom　ofBuddhism，
but　tears　shed　for　Komachi．　Komachi’s　answer，　however，　ridicules　his　suffering　as
trivial：
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　　　Oroka　naru
Namida　zo　sode　ni
　Tama　wa　naSu
VVare　wa　seki　aezu
丁agitsu　se　nareba
　　　How　frail　such　cryillg　seems
Whose　tears　fail　to　fbrm　white　pearls
　　　　　In　the　fblds　ofsleeves
　　　　　Icannot　begin　to　dam
　　　丁hiS　raging　tOrrent　Ofmille
　　　　While　maintaining　the　pretense　of　crying　over　t1〕e　recently　departed，　Komachi
one－ups　the　suffering　of　Kiyoyuki．　How　can　your　beady　tears　compare　with　my
raging　torrent！？Rather　than　provoking　sympathy，　however，　Kolllachゴspoem　reveals
both　works　to　be　a　type　of垣volous　flirtation．　These　poems　reveal　an　important
直［nction　of　the　poetry，　that　of　matching　wits　and　engaging　in　ha㎜less　hyperbole．
Y巴how　is　one　to　know　which　poems　are　games　ot’　matching　wit、　and　which　are
expresions　of　deep－seated　feelings？　This　dilenmla　points　to　the　inherent　instability
of　meaning　which，　after　a11，　cannot　simply　be　uncovered　in　the　poems　or　in　the
historic　circumstances　oftheir　creation，
　　　　Merely　reading　texts　within．　the　context　of　the　historical　dlscourse　that
sun‘ounds　them　will　not　magically　free　us廿om　our　own　su旬ectivity．　Much　current
scholarship　seems　to　pontificate　on　the　sin　of　etllnocentricity　committed　by　past　and
present　scholars、　while　refUsing　to　ftllly　admit　that　Ilolle　ofus　is　capable　of　leaping
over　the　cultural　and　tenlporal　walls　that　imprison　us．　Perhaps　acceptance　would
lead　scholars　to　Inake　space　in　the　discipline　of　Japanese　studies　fbr　personal
readings　instead　of　insisting　that　all　cultura▲production　be　interPreted　solely　as　the
cultural　a」rt▲facts　ofbourgeois　or　aristocratic　classes　existing血aspecific　time　and　place．
　　　　For　centuries，　the　ellrocentric　has　been　expressed　as　the　universal．　hl　response、
present　attempts　by　Western　readers　to　enlotiona［1y　conIlect　with　noIl－Western
literature　often　su　tfer　condelnnation　as　ethnocentric（or　hegemonlc）maneuvering．
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Yet　even　acknowledging　all　the　powerfUl　machina白ons　involved　in　canon　tbrmation、
and　the　interstices　ofpower　and　aesthetics；is　it　not　posslble　after　all　that　something
universally　human　underhes　artistic　creation？　And　if　such　is　not　the　case，　if　no
universally　aesthetic　impulse　in　fact　exists．　cannot　one　stiil　allow　f（）r　idiosyncratic
readings，　fbr　violellt　appropriation　that　b｜iss旬1y　ignores　indigenous　tradition？How
re廿eshing　to　hear　the　anac㎞’onistic　praise　bestowed　on　poems　by　non－scholars　solely
because　such　poelns　happen　to　confbrm　to　admittedly　modern、　personal　standards，　to
hear　someone　say，　il　love　this　onei　and　not　fξel　impelled　to　whisper　it．　Is　there　not
solnething　in　lnany　of　Komachl｛s　poems　that　continues　to　illvite　readers　to　make
illusory　leaps　across　time　and　space，　to　arrive　at　personal，　empathetic
understandings？
　　　　Certainly，　anyone　who　has　had　to　hastily　depart　fTom　a　lover　after　a　pleasant
night　together　should　be　able　to　identify　the　sentiments　of　this　next　poem．
635
　　Aki　no　yo　mo
Na　nomi　narikeri
　　　Au　to　ieba
Koto　zo　tomonaku
AkenurU　mono　o
　　　　　Even　Autumn　nlghts
　　are　long　only　in　their　name
　　　　　wピdonlyjust　met
　Heartfelt　words　still　unspoken
When　dawn　was　already　upon　us．
　　　　Rather　than　sudden　insight　into　the　human　condition，　the　revelation　that　the
poet　has　experienced　in　this　instance　is　one　concerning　the　subjectiv▲ty　of　thne，　an
observation　similar　to　one　hinted　at　in　the　last　line　ofpoem　I　13，　The　keri　concluding
the　second　line　points　to　the　poet’snew　awareness　ofthe　brevity　of　autulnn　nights．　a
brevity　explained　in　the　lines　that　fbllow，　Time　fbr　the　poet　has　ceased　to　be
measured　by　hours、　determined　instead　by　the　degree　to　which　the　poet　can血1宜11　her
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desire，　In　this　instance，　as　her　desire　relnains　so　unfulfilled，　she　can　only　conclude
that　the　autu㎜nlght　just　passed　has　been　all　too　brief　lndeed．　While　displaying　the
same　nostalgic　yearnings　of　the　earlier　poems，　here　Komachi　mourns　not　the　graduaI
loss　of　her　youth　and　beauty　but　the　moment　in　time　irretrievably　passed．　Such
regret　at　not　having　desire　fUlly　sated　pales　when　compared　with　the　depth　oflonging
expressed　in　the　next　poem，　when　yeaming　goes　entirely　un抽filled．
1030
　　Hito　ni　awamu
Tsuki　no　naki　yo　wa
　　　Omoiokite
Mune　hashiribi　ni
　　Kokoro　yakeori
　　Nights　when　the　moon　hides
All　hope　ofseeing　you　leaves　me
　　　　Desire　lies　smoldering
Within　my　breast　flames　burn　wild
Fire　scorching　my　sleepless　heart．
　　　　Imust　confヒss　this　to　be　one　of　my　favorite　of　Komachi’s　poems　fbr　the
intensity　of　the　passion　it　manages　to　convey　is　so允w　words．　In　the　translation　I
have　trled　to　mimic　the　effect　of　the　puns　by　making　each　line　begin　as　the
continuation　of　the　preceding　line　only　to　subsequently　becorne　the　su句ect　the　next
thought、　thereby　negating　the　initial　reading．
　　　　The負rst　hne　of　the　Japanese　at　first　seems　a　declarative　statement，‘‘I　shall　see
you．”Yet，　the　second　line　transfbnns　the且rst　to　read　altemately　as，“On　nights　when
there　is　no　chance　ofmeeting　you，”and“On　nights　when　there▲s　no（guidmg）moon
by　which　to　meet　you．”This　conHict　between　the　Komachゴs　hmitless　desire　and　the
con6nes　of　her　actual　situation　can　be　seen　to血el　the　poem．　Whereas　many　of　the
previous　poems　have　employed　aえε’・τto　indicate　the　epiphany　that　gives　rise　to　the
poem，　its　absence　here　indicates　that　this　is　not　a　poem　ofrevelation　but　a　confession
of　passion，　a　declaration　of　longing．　The　last由ree　lines　of　the　original　contain　fbur
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references　to　hre、　Komachピs　buming　passion　compensating　for　the　darkness　on　the
Inoonless　night．　Despite　the　numerous　puns　and　clevei’wordplay、1允el　this　poem
contrasts　sharply　with　testing　of　wlts　so　evident　in　Komachピs　reply　to　Kiyoyuki．
Rather，　this　poem　imparts　to　the　reader　a　gemline　sense　of　the　suffering　that　comes
廿om　separation．　The　questions　remains，　however，　as　to　how　one　resolves　this
moving　portrait　of　the　suffering　artist　with　the　seemingly　heartless　image　which
emerges　in　at　least　one　ofthe　many　possible　readings　ot’　this　next　poem　ofre．jection，
623
　　Mirume　naki
Wagami　o　ura　to
　　Shiraneba　ya
Karenade　alna　no
Ashi　tayuku　kuru
　　　His　feet　tired　from　walking
Does　the　diver　come　forth　each　night
　　　　Because　he　doesn’t　know
　　　She’s　no　desire　for　him　to　sea
The　ocean　inlet　holding　him　at　bay？
　　　　The　first　two　lines　ofpoem　623　can　be　and　have　been　interpreted　in　a　number　of
ways　that　entirely　change　the　reading　of　the　poem．　Miノ’ttnle　naki，　in　addition　to
indicating　the　absence　of　seaweed，　can　be　interpreted、　depending　on　who　one
detem］ines　to　be　the　su　bj　ect　and　which　meaning　of　illiJ・u　and　me　one　chooses、　to
signify：1．There　are　no　eyes　that　watch　the　poet（No　suitors　ever　colne　to　visit．）；2．
There　is　nothing　about　the　poet　worth】ooking　at；3．　The　poet　has　no　organ　with
which　to　have　sexuahntercourse（This　reading　in　al川ikelihood　leading　to　the
legendary　beliefKomachi　lacked　a　vagina－－Hoto　nashi　Kontachi．ルtiru　is　often　used
to　imply　sexual　intercourse；4．　The　poet　has　no　chance　to　Inee山er　lover（’11e　equals
meetmg）；and　5．　The　poet　has　no　eyes　fbr　her　suitor，　that　is　no　interest　in　him．s　The
sKobavashi、126－134．
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first　three　readillgs，　ill　combination　with　the　sexual　overtones　of　a　woman’s　bay　that
lacks　seaweed，　provide　a　view　of　Komachi　barren　and　alone、　yet　I丘nd　the　degree　of
self－deprecation　to　be　uncharacteris白c　ofKomachi’s　other　poems．　For　me，　the　fburth
and　ti　fih　readings　are　tlle　most　persuasive、　the　f（）urth　leading　to　a　picture　of　the
plajntive　poet　trapped　within　the　confines　of　her　position　at　the　coul’t，　driven　to
despondency　upon　realizing　that　she　has　no　chance　to　meet　the　lover　who
neveitheless　comes　fajthfully　everyday　to　see　her；the　fifth　a　cold、　rid▲culing　rCiection
of　an　overly　persistent、　dull－witted　suitor．　Dependillg　on　which　of　the　latter　two
readings　one　accepts，　in　the　second　line　of　the　poem，〃ノ’a，　besides　meaning」‘bay∴
can　signify　either　despondency　or　a　lack　ofinterest．　In　addition　to　the　several　ways
the　poet’s　message　to　her　suitor　may　be　read、　an　interpretation　just　of　the　‘‘fishing”
jmagery　ignoring　the　presence　of　tb．e　poet　might　read，’℃an　the　reason　this
fisherman，　coming　here　all　the　time　till　h▲s　feet　grow　tired，　never　leaves　be　that　he
doesn’t　know　there　is　no　seaweed　in　this　bay？i　By　analogy，　are　we　then　to　conclude
that　the　absence　of　seaweed　hints　at　a　lack　of　interest　in　the　poet、　or　a　lack　of
opportunity’）卜
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　Ama　no　sumu
Sato　no　shirube　ni
　　Aranaku　ni
UramimU　tO　nOmi
Hito　wa　iuramu
　　　　　　　Iam　not　a　guide
who　escorts　men　to　some　village
　　　Where　lovers　flock　to　sea
Why　then　only　words　ofbitterness
From　the　diver　thaピskept　at　bay？
lcCullough　arrives　at　the　same　conclusiont　writjng　that”the　man，　in　short，　cannot　be　sure
whether　he　is　being　encouraged　or　r司ected．”　］Y4cCuliougti　224．
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　　　　This　poem，　as　withτhe　previous、　pro　fe　sses　increduhty　at　the　actiolls　of　men
who　seem　to　desire　Komachゴs　affections．　An　lllterpretation　ofwater　imagery　might
read、‘トThough　I　am　Ilot　a　guide　to　the　village　where丘she㎜en　live，　why　do　people
keep　coming　around　sayillg　they　want　to　see　the　bay？An　altemate　reading　would
be、“Though　rm　not　a　guide　to　the　village　where　lovers　hve，　why　do　you　talk　of
nothing　but　resentment？「’Intriguingly、　the　poem　presents　an　ambiguity　that　parallels
the　previous　poem．　Does　the　poeln　obliquely　refbr　to　Kolnachi’s　position　il〕the
court、　a　pos▲tion　that　precludes　any　liaisons？　Is　she　reminding　her　lover　of　the
constraints　placed　upon　her、　or　is　she　simply　dismissing　his　complaints　as　the　griping
ofsomeone　who　has　the　mistaken　notion　that　she　is　in　the　habit　oftaking　men　to　her
love　nest？
　　　　From　these　last　two　poems　comes　Komachi’s　reputation　as　a　cold－hearted
beauty　and　certainly　these　poelns　can　seern　as　delightfully　cruel　as　they　are
cunningly　crafied．　Perhaps　what　makes　these　images　so　memorable　is　llot　only　the
fact　that　a　woman　usually　begging　fbr　the　affection　of　a　man　on　the　verge　of　leaving
her、　has　rejected　her　pursuer，　it　is　the　way　in　which　she　has　managed　it．　Ifwe　accept
the　harsher　readings，　Komachi　not　only　r句ects　these　dlvers　who　yeam　fbr　her　bay、
she　l〕ositively　abuses　them．　The　use　in　both　poelns　of　the　rhetorical　question
effectively　expresses　not　merely　the　poet’s　lack　of　affection，　but　her　bewilde㎜ent
that　anyone　could　think　otherwise，　If　the　su　bj　ects　ofthese　poems　really　believe　she
would　accept　their　ove血lres，　they　obviously　do　not　know　who　she　is．　Are　we　then　to
collclude，　even　if　we　accept　the　L‘cold　rejection”versions　of　the　poems，　that　the　poet
is　a　proud，　heartless　woman　oblivious　to　the　sufferings　of　those　who　would　win　her
aflfection？Such　a　vision　of　a　ciuel．　taunting　woman　does　have　its　appeal　and　would
certainly　stoke　the　flames　of　a　writer　such　as　Tanizaki、　and　yet、　another　possibility
exists．　As　previously　stated．　one　must　always　keep　in　mind　the　ft｝nction　ofpoetry　as
an　avenue　offlirting　and　a　matching　ofwits．　Komachi　could　very　will　be　engaged　in
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the　playful　teasing　ofacomplainin910ver．
　　　　The　suffering　and　longing　displayed　by　the　Komachi　persona　ln　the　earlier
poems　perhaps　hints　at　why　this五nal　category　is　also　the　largesしit　is　the　poetry　of
dreams．　In　ancient　Japan，　dreams　were　seen　as　the　pathway　through　which　one
could　receive　the　will　of　the　gods，　and，　as　such，　were　taken　as　divine　lnessages．
Dreams　presented　opportuniUes　tk）r　the　spirit　to　escape　fヤom　the　confines　of　the　body
and　wander．　Thus、　it　was　fbrbidden　to　violently　awaken　someone　fbr　fe　ar　of
hindering　the　spirit’s　natural　return　to　the　body．　Spirits　were　beheved　to　take　the
f（）ml　of　insects　such　as　dragonfiies　or　bees，　to　escape丘om　the　body　through　the
mouth　or　nose　and　travel　freely　through　the　world　of　the　unkllown　before　reporting
back，　This　belief　ill　a　spatial　world　through　which　dreams　wander　finds　expression
in　Komachピs　poem　in　such　phrases　as“traveling　on　a　road　of　dreams．i　People、
however，　did　not　silnply　wait　fbr　their　dreams　passive▲y．　Rather　they　actively
pursued　them、〃
　　　　111Poem　553，　Komachi　herself　explains　how　she　first　came　to　depend　on　the
realm　ofdreams．
553
　　　　Utataneni
　　Koishiki　hito　o
　　　Miteshi　yori
Yume　ch6　mono　wa
Tonolnisometeki
　　　　Icaught　a　glimpse　of
One　for　whom　my　heart　yearns
　　　　　　As　I　lay　dozing
Since　then　I　have　found　myseif
relying　on　the　stUff　of　dreams．
The　primary　motive　for　Komachゴs　escape　into　the　world　of　dream　would　be
Kobayashi、146，
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seem　to　be　one　of　desire　to　see　the　lover　denied　her　in　reality，　The　image　ofdozing
which　the　poem　creates　blurs　the　line　between　dream　and　reality，　a　blurring血rther
reinfbrced　by　the　expression，”that　thing　called　dream，’「which　hints　that　fbr　the　poet
dreams　are　more　thall　merely　dreams．　As　with　almost　all　ofthe　dream　poelns，　and　in
sharp　contrast　to　the　m司ority　ofthe　other　poems　we　have　examined、　this　poem　does
not　contain　any　punning．　The　absence　of　the　clever　wordplay　that　allows　Inultiple
readings　in　many　of　the　other　poems　gives　the　poem　the　persuasive　power　possible
only　in　such　a　simple　confession　of　Iongillg．　The　poem　describes　the　fbrtuitous
encounter　by　the　poet　of　the　person　of　her　longing　in　the　world　of　dreams，　and　her
subsequent　dependence　on　dreams　to　provide　her　with　solace．　Implicit　in　her
confession　is　a　renunciation　of　realiりr　and　whatever　chance　it　offers　of　providing
actual　meetings　with　the　o切ect　ofher　love．　Such　renunciation　evidences　a　depth　of
despair　that　underlies　all　her　dream　poems．　Unable　to　rely　on　the　lover　of　the　real
world，　she　has　decided　to　depend　en　the　brief　encounters　she　has　discovered　possible
in　dreams．　In　the　poems　that　fbllow　we　will　see　more　instances　of　Komachi
attempting　to　exchange　dependence　on　a　seemingly　unreachable　lover　for
dependence　on　the　world　ofdream，　a　world　where，　however且eetingly，　she　can　exert
contro1．　As　thls　world　looms　larger　and　larger　overshadowing　the　world　of　day，　one
cannot　avoid　the　trite　conclusion　that　fbr　the　poet，　Kolnachi、　dreams　are　reahty．
552
　　Omoitsutsu
Nureba　ya　hito　no
　　Mietsuramu
YUine　to　shriseba
Samezaramashi　o
　　　　　Could　I　have　seen　hirn
The　one　whose　thoughts　lay　with　me
　　　　　When　sleep　descended？
　　　　Never　would　l　have　woken
　　　Had　I　known　it　was　a　dream．
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　　　　The　poen1、　silnilar　in　form　and　content　to　a　number　of　poelns　ill　both　the
Many6sh面alld　the　KokinshO、べopens　with　the　poet　daydreaming、　presumably
longing　fbr　her　lover、　The　second　line　then　questions　ifwhat　has　occurred　is　due　to
her　sleeping，　while　the　third　line　asks　whether　she　has　indeed　seen　her　lover（or
whether　the　fact　of　having　seen　hiln　is　attributable　to　her　thoughts　befbre　sleep）．
Finally　in　the　last　two　lines　the　poet　expresses　regret　at　having　wokell，　auhe　same
tlme　confessing　to　having　believed　ller　dream　to　have　been　real．　In　contrast　with　the
previous　poem，　the　power　of　this　poeln　rests　on　the　dynamic　created　by　the　question
f（）110wed　by　the　statemellt　of　regret．　The　poem　reflects　the　order　of　thought
experienced　upon　waking　from　a　pleasant　dream　6　first，　molnentary　bewildemellt
and　then，　when　realization　takes　place，　a　yearning　to　retUrn．　The　poern　contrasts　the
longing　of　Komachピs　wakefUl　hours　with　the　briet’　ful創1ment　experiellced　when
asleep．　Though　such　dreams　at　first　appear　to　bring　respite　by　allowing　her　to　be
with　her　lover．　paradoxically　she　is　doomed　to　be　aware　of　her　dream　and　the
pleasure　it　allows　only　afモer　it　has　ended．　The　sequence　of　thought　depicted　in　the
poem　conchldes　in　the　transference　of　Komachi’s　longing　from　her　lover　to　the
world　of　her　dreams，　a　shift　which　seenls　to　manifest　an　increase　in　the　poet’s
longing　and　desperation．　Indeed，　the　conclusion　of　the　poem　seems　founded　upon
the　poeゴsdespair．　No　longer　able　to　sustain　the　hope　fU1創ling　her　longing　in　reality，
she　flees　to　the　solace　fbund　in　dreams，　even　while　acknowledgi1｝g　the廿eeting　nature
ofthe　delusion．　These　first　two　poem　sllow　tlle　poet　regretfully　emerging　from　a
world　ofdream　she　has　entered　at　least　pal寸ially　by　chance．　The　next　poeln，　as　ifto
complete　her　r句ection　ofreality、　displays　her　in　active　pursuit．
s
　See　Kobayashi、160－61，　and　McCullough、227．
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554
　　　Itosemete
Koishikj　toki　wa
　　Ubatama　no
Yoru　no　korolno　o
Kaeshite　zo　kiru
　　　　　　When　yeamillg　washes　over　me
Flowing　cruel　and　relentless　through亡he　depths
　　　　　　　　　　Ofajet－black　night
　　　　　Then　I　wear　these　robes　inside－out
　　　　　In　dreams　my　sole　respite　to　seek
　　　　While　the　previous　two　poems　described　the　stated　of　the　mind　ot’　the　poetしlpon
waking　from　a　dream，　this　poem　reveals　the　desperate　longing　which　attacks　the　poet
until　the　respite　of　dream　arrives．　In　structure　the　poem　is　very　similar　to　poem　553
comprising　a　simple　statement　of　longing．　Y巴unlike　the　previous　three　poems、
rather　than　a　single　instance　of　intense　longing　or　temporary　respite，　this　poem
describes　a　habitual　response　to　what　appears　habituai　torment，　More　than　in　the
other　poems，　here　the　poet　and　her　longing　seem　almost　separate　entities．　Powerless
to　control　the　desire　that　ravages　her、　her　only　escape　lies　in　the　refUge　fbund　in
drealns．　Again，　the　alternatives　presented　in　the　poem　seern　pre（iicated　on　the
abando㎜ent　of　any　hope　of刷lment　in　rea晦．　In　stmc加re、　the　poems　strikingiy
resembles　poem　797，　the　nrst　two　lines　lnarking　the　general　topic，　the　subsequent
lines　providing　the　particulars．　This　poem　has　revealed　Komachゴs　intention　to
dream　in　order　to　escape．　Yet　nowhere　is　thls　sentiment　more　succinctly　and
power而11y　expressed　than　in　the　next　poem，　a　poem　which　employs　to　great　efffect
the恒rniliar　pun，　omo’，　the　fiames　of　longing．
657
　　Kagiri　naki
Omoi　nO　nlalna　Ili
　Yoni　mo　komu
　　　　　　　　Free廿om　all　control
Fotlowing　wherever　flames　of　longing　lead
　　　　　　　　　Tonight　I　go　to　you
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Yumejio　sae　ni
Hito　wa　togameji
　　　At　least　on　the　road　ofdreams
Safe　from　the　carping　tongues　ot’inen
　　　　The　first　two　lines　ofthis　poem　almost　shout　the　poet’s　determination　to　finally．
be廿ee，　The丘rst　line　might　be　rendered　as’「limitless”or　1’infinity．「10ne　can　feel　the
intensity　with　which　the　poet　is　expressing　the　sentiment，‘’Society　be　damned、
tonight　I　go　to　you！’「Suddenly，　the　powerless，　pathetic　Hower，　the　weeds　noating
where　the　waves　take　her　has　risen　up　and　taken　command　of　her　life．　She　will
suffer　no　control．　Instead，　she　will　follow　the　whim　ofher　flaming　desire．　No　longer
her　tormentor，　desire　is　suddenly　her　liberator，　blazing　the　way　through　the　blackness
of　the　night．　For　the　first　time，　the　passive　poet　ofdesperate　longing　has　become　the
poet　ofdecisive　action．
　　　　Yet　ultimately　such　control　is　illusory．　The　more　powerfUI　the　poet’s　assertion
to　do　as　she　wishes，　the　more　convinced　the　reader　of　the　world　ofoppression　which
must　surround　her，　creating　within　her　the　pent－up　energy　which　the　poem　releases．
The　poet’s　claim　to　power　ironlcally　reveals　the　degree　of　her　bondage　and
dependency．　The　poenl　itself　reHects　this　dichotomy　between　her　longing　to　be　free
and　her　resignation　to　chains　that　bind　her　The　last　two　lines　ofthe　poem　amount　to
aswift　retreat伽m　the　bold　assertion　with　which　it　opens．　The　poet　will　go　to　her
lover，　but　only　on　the　road　of　dreams，　the　last　refUge　against　the　censure　of　society
which　binds　her．　Her　use　of　sae（at　leasりindicates　that　every　aspect　of　her　life
except　the　road　of　dreams　will　not　e呵oy　such廿eedom．　The　poet’s　defiance　has
disslpated　into　grudglng　retreat．　Yet　however　limited　the　poet’s廿eedom　may　seem，
it　nevertheless　exceeds　the　target　of　her　next　poem，　a　man　whose　fe　ar　of　public
censure　apPears　to　extend　even　into　sleep，
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　　UtSutSu　ni　wa
Sannokoso　arame
　　Yume　ni　sae
Hitome　o　yoku　to
Miru　ga　wabishisa
　　　　　　In　the　light　ofday
　　Though　I　know　itmust　be　so
　　　What　anguish　to　discover
That　even　in　the　world　ofdreams
Ybu　hide　from　the　eyes　ofmen、
　　　　While　the　poet　has　earlier　taken　responsibility　for　seekin．g．　her　lover　in　dreams
by　turning　her　robe　inside－out，　here　she　shifts　the　onus　to　him，　accusing　him　of
cowardice　as　welLv　The　first　two　lines　of　the　poenl　resemble　in　sentilnent　the　Iast
two　lines　of　the　poem　preceding．　The　poet　is　utterly　resigned　to　the　confinements
placed　on　her　and　her　lover　by　the　society　in　which　she　hves．　Contention　comes　in
the　wor】d　of　dream，　the　realm　of　refUge　where，　ifnowhere　else，　the　poet　has　made
known　her　intention　to　be廿ee．　The　last　three　lines　reveal　the　poet’s　feelings　of
wretchedness　when　even　this　last　bastion　does　not　seem　to　be　safe　from
encroachment．　Whereas　in　poems　552　and　554　the　poet　has　revealed　a　belief　in　her
ability　to　control　the　content　of　her　dreams　in　order　to　summon　fo曲the　spirit　ofher
lover，　here　she　sinks　into　despair　upon　concluding　that，　despite　her　effbrts、　the
cowardice　of　her　Iover　has　defeated　her．　How　else　to　explain　his　failure　to　appear
and　the　betrayal　ofher　last　hope　of且eeting　solace？With　each　poem，　the　desperation
that　drives　the　poet　to　seek　the　road　of　dreams　emerges　more　and　more　clearly．　In
this　last　poem，　however，　the　poet　seems　fbrced　to　admlt　how　insubstantial　dreams
9
　Brower　and　Mjner　interpret　the　poet’s　misery　in　this　poem　as　the　result　of　her　reahzation　of
her　own　avoidance　of　the　world　of　otllers，　her　paradoxical　awareness　ofher　subconscious　fヒar．
Though　interesting，　J　find　such　an　interpretation，　which　contradicts　the　notion　prevalent　in
Komachi’s　other　dream　poems－－that　dreams　are　the　one　place　the　poet　can　be　free　to　fulfitl　her
longing－－finajly　unconvincing．（Brower　and　Miner，189）
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reallv　are．
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　　Yumeji　lli　wa
Ashi　mo　yasumezu
　　　Kayoedomo
　Utsutsu　ni　hitOlne
Mishi　koto　wa　arazu
　　　　　On　the　road　ofdreams
　　Though　every　night　I　go　to　you
　　　　　My士eet　never　resting
Even　one　meeting　in　the　real　world
Visits　such　as　these　can　never　equal，
658（Second　interpretation〕
　　　　　　　　　YUm句i　ni　wa
　　　　　　　Ashi　mo　yasumezu
　　　　　　　　　　Kayoedomo
　　　　　　　Utsutsu　ni　hitome
　　　　　　　Mishi　koto　wa　arazu
　　　On　the　road　of　dreams
Though　every　night　I　go　t（）you
　　　My　feet　never　resting
Among　the　world　that　is　real
　Never　once　have　I　seen　you．
　　　　Ihave　glven　two　versions　of　this　poem　based　on　alternate　interpretations　of　koto
in　the　last　line．　In　which　of　the　two　poelns　does　the　poet　provoke　more　sympathy？
In　the行rst　version、　she　concedes　that　this　world　of　dreams，　as　we　have　seen　the　only
place　where　be廿ee　to　take　power　and　actively　pursue　her　desire，　does　not　equal　even
one　real　encounter．　Whlle　in　the　previous　poems，　Komachi　has　again　and　again
emphaslzed　the　importance　of　the　world　of　drealns　as　a　last　refuge廿om　the
ullbearable　longillg　which　hatmts　her，　and廿olll　the　bonds　ofpublic　censure．　we　see
her　in　this　poem　seenlingly　stepping　back　and　observing　her　abysnlal　condition．
Despite　all　her　eff（）rts　to　Ineet　her　lover　ifonly　in　the　world　of　dreams，　she　must
finally　conclude　that　dreams　are　Inerely　drealns　after　all．　Rather　than　longing　to
retum　to　the　world　of　dreams　as　in　poem　553，　she　admits　that　this　road　of　dreams
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does　not　equal　even　one　meetjng　Yet、　based　on　the　otller　poems，　we　may　perhaps
conclude　that　the　real　world　fbr　which　Komachi　longs　in　this　poem　is　a　reality
scarcely　realized　in　the　poeゼslife，　a　note　that　brings　us　to　the　second　interpretation．
　　　　In　the　second　version　of　the　poem，　the　poet　has　not　even　the　luxury　of
comparison．　Her　love　is　doomed　to　daytime　longings　and　evening　fantasies．　A
separate　reality　offUlfillment　does　not　exist．　Consistent　with　the　other　dream　poems，
the　poet　concedes　that．　for　her、　the　only　real　world　is　the　world　ofdreams．　The　lover
is　a　juicy　grape　dangled、just　beyond　the　grasp　ofthe　tantallzed　poet　who，　rather　than
standing　in　water　up　to　her　chin，　lies　amid　eterna団ames　ofbuming　deslre．
　　　　In　our　lnvestigation　of　the　Komachi　poem，　a　persona　has　emerged　of　sadness
and　longing．　In　the　first　series　of　poems　in　which　the　poet　identifies　with　elements
of　the　natural　worl（i，　the　poet　inevitably　represents　herself　in　a　wholly　dependent
position，　betrayed　by　tlle　fbrces　upon　which　her　very　existence　depends．　The　poet
seems　inextricably　locked　lnto　the　cycle　of　nature，　lamenting　her　own　aging　as　she
observes　the　demise　ofthe　natural　world　surrounding　her　Such　poems　reveal　a　poet
whose　sense　of　prestige　rests　upon　her　beauty，　her　only　mealls　of］uring　the　lover　fbr
whom　she　longs．　While　the　poet　is　the刊ower　beaten　by　the　autunm　rain，　or　the
seedling　withering　under　the　harsh　winds，　her　lover，　in　the　early　poelns，　merges　with
the　destructive　or　indifferent　fbrces　ofnature．　These　poems　are　imbued　with　a
nostalgic　yearning　for　days　past，　perhaps　days　such　as　those　revealed　in　what　appears
the　pleasant　flirtation　found　ill　poems　556　and　557．　Yet　despite　such　evidence　of
playfUl　sparring，　it　is　the　image　ofinsufferable　longing　which　emerges　strongest　in
Komachiis　poetry．　Even　ill　a　rare　poenl　such　as　635，　which　shows　evidence　of　brief
fUlfillnient，　the　emphasis　lies　on　the　absence　of　her　Iover．　We　have　also　seen　how
poelns　such　as　623　and　727、　poems　responsible　fbr　Komachifs　image　as　a　beauti抽，
proud　woman　heartlessly　rejecting　undesirable　suitors，　may　be　interpreted　as　the
despairing　cries　of　a　woman　cloistered　within　the　confines　of　the　court，　unable　to
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respond　to　the　lovers　who　pursue　her．
　　　　Fillally，　the　dream　poems　confirm　the　image　that　has　been　revealed　in　the　poems
of　longing　and　ofnature．　The　poet　makes　clear　time　and　time　again　that　it　is　only　in
dreams　that　she　can　obtain　even　the　briefξst　respite　from　the　longing　that　tormellts
her　in　her　waking　hours．　The　poems　show　the　poet　befbre　sleeping　desperate　to　fiee
the　torture　of　the　wakefUI　night、　alld　upon　waking，　yearning　to　returll　to　the　world　of
sweet　delusion．　Yet、　as　the　fina1　poem　ofthis　selection　reveals，　the　poet　herseltl　even
when　waiting　to　retum　to　the　land　of　dreams、　the　only　world　where　she　can　be　free　to
follow　where　flames　of　］onging　lead，㎞ows　it　a　poor　substitlte　for　the　real　lover
fbrever　denied．
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